
Tuesday to Sunday
Lunch: 12.00pm to 3.00pm
Dinner: 6.30pm to 11.00pm

+65 6333 9905

reserve@lewinterrace.com.sg

21 Lewin Terrace, Fort Canning Park, 
Singapore 179290

$ 1 2 0 + +

Dinner Menu

LEWIN TERRACE, 2018 ‹

In an appealingly leafy spot in Fort Canning Park you'll find this attractive 
colonial-style bungalow, built in 1908 for the eponymous Mr Lewin, the 

then chief of the Central Fire Station. Its cool white interior is a 
good spot for lunch, while the pleasant veranda is a better choice at 
night. The menus offer Japanese ingredients and precision, blended 
with both classic and modern French cuisine. This results in colourful 

dishes with delicate flavours.

MICHELIN Guide's Point of View

Opening Hours :

A long standing Japanese tradition, Omakase literally translates to 
“I will leave it to you”, as guests entrust the entire dining experience 

to the Chef.

At Lewin Terrace, be prepared to be delighted by the creativity and culinary 
techniques of Chef de Cuisine Hiroyuki Shinkai, as he expresses his 

imaginations in a 4-course Omakase Menu.

In addition to delivering a menu of uniquely Japanese-French cuisine, 
at the heart of this restaurant is the renowned Omotenashi, the fine art of 
Japanese hospitality where guests’ needs are anticipated and service is 
delivered discreetly with precision. As Summer approaches its end, the 

menu draws inspiration from the vast, luscious terrains of the season and the 
approach to harvest. Each dish is pieced by refreshing and uplifting elements 

acquired by ingredients from these seasons. With no established menu, 
enjoy each dish as a subject of masterpiece, inserted with pleasant surprises.

Lewin Terrace’s 4-course Omakase Menu will include an appetizer, 
Le Poisson (fish), main dish and dessert that showcases Chef Shinkai’s 

ideas and creativity.

1. Prices are subject to GST and service charge.
2. Menu is subject to change. 

3. No exchanges or refunds on GastroMonth tickets will be made 
    under any circumstances.

4. Only diners with valid reservation and payment will be entitled to
  the GastroMonth dining experience at the stated date and time. 
5. Please purchase additional tickets at least 3 days in advance.

PLEASE NOTE:


